The classi cation of a ne line bundles on a compact complex space is a di cult problem. We study the a ne analogue of the Picard functor and the representability problem for this functor. Let X be a compact complex space with H (O X ) = C. Fix c ∈ NS(X), x ∈ X. We introduce the a ne Picard functor Pica c X,x : An op → Set which assigns to a complex space T the set of families of linearly x -framed a ne line bundles on X parameterized by T. Our main result states that the functor Pica c X,x is representable if and only if the map h : Pic c (X) → N is constant. If this is the case, the space which represents this functor is a linear space over Pic c (X) whose underlying set is l∈Pic c (X) H (Lx {l}×X ), where Lx is a Poincaré line bundle normalized at x . The main idea idea of the proof is to compare the representability of Pica c X,x to the representability of a functor considered by Bingener related to the deformation theory of p-cohomology classes. Our arguments show in particular that, for p = , the converse of Bingener's representability criterion holds.
Introduction
Let X be compact complex space. The Picard Pic X functor associated with X is de ned by Pic X (T) := Pic(T × X/T), where One can try to use this bijection to give a set-theoretical description of Pica (X). The kernel of such en epimorphism is a locally free sheaf of rank (i.e. a line bundle on X). Choosing a Poincaré line bundle Lx on Pic(X) × X one obtains an identi cation (see section 2.2):
Pica (X) = l∈Pic (X) H (X, Lx {l}×X )/C * .
(1)
This quotient is non-Hausdor (unless h is identically zero on Pic(X)), so it does not have a complex analytic structure compatible with the quotient topology. A natural idea to overcome this di culty is to consider linearly framed a ne line bundles in the following sense:
Fix a point x ∈ X, and de ne a sheaf A( )x by
where λ : A ( , C) → C * is the natural group morphism. Furthermore we de ne Pica (X)x = H (X, A( )x ) .
Moreover, for a class c ∈ NS(X) we denote by Pica (X) c x the pre-image of of the connected component Pic c (X) under the natural map H (X, A( )x ) → H (X, O * X ) . Then the following result holds. 
In this theorem, the Chern class of an a ne line bundle is by de nition the Chern class of its linearisation. This theorem shows that the set Pica (X) c x is naturally a union of vector spaces parameterised by Pic c (X), so one might think that it should come with a natural linear space structure [4, p. 49] , and that this linear space classi es families of linearly framed a ne line bundles (of xed Chern class c) on X. We will prove that this is not always the case, and we will give a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of such a structure.
The condition "classi es families of linearly framed a ne line bundles on X" mentioned above can be formalised as follows: We de ne the functors Pica X,x : An op → Set , Pica c X,x : An op → Set in the following way: for a complex space T let A( ) X T ,x be the sheaf of germs of A ( , C)-valued morphisms
Fixing a Chern class c ∈ NS(X) will yield a subsheaf (see section 2.3 for details)
The functors Pica X,x , Pica c X,x are de ned by
(see [5, Chapitre V. §3] for the de nition of the functor R for sheaves on non-Abelian groups). The identi cation (2) suggests us to consider the functor
where f is the projection Pic c (X) × X → Pic c (X). Associating to B c X,x the functor B c X,x as in Appendix A.2 we formulate our main comparison theorem as follows: Clearly B c X,x is a much more manageable functor, because Lx is a locally free sheaf and f is just a projection. Functors of this type have been studied before. Proposition [2, Satz 8.1] gives a su cient representability condition. We will prove that, in our case, this condition is also necessary. This will give us the following
If this is the case, then it is represented by a linear bre space over Pic c (X).
Note that the functors Pica c X,x , Pica c X are always represented by stacks. In a future article we will study in detail these stacks and their geometric properties.
The a ne Picard functor. The linearly framed a ne Picard functor
For the rest of the article X denotes a compact complex space. For two complex spaces X, T, X T = T × X and f T : X T → T is de ned as the rst projection. set has a cohomological interpretation obtained as follows (see Appendix A.1 for details).
Supposing H (O X ) = C, for any complex space T we have canonical identi cations given by φ → (φ × id X ) * (Lx ) .
. The groupoid of a ne line bundles and linearly framed a ne line bundles
The set of isomorphism classes of holomorphic a ne line bundles on X is denoted by Pica (X). This pointed set (pointed via the trivial bundle) has a cohomological interpretation given by the natural identi cation [7, I.Theorem 3.
2.1]
Pica (X) = H (X, A( ) X ) .
Let A be an a ne line bundle over X. The frame bundle of A is de ned analogously to the frame bundle of a line bundle. More precisely, for x ∈ X put Fx = {p : C → Ax| p is an a ne linear isomorphism} , and let F(A) be the disjoint union F(A) = x∈X Fx. A point in F(A) is a pair (x, p) where x ∈ X and p ∈ Fx. One can use local trivialisations of A to de ne a complex manifold structure on F(A) such that, with respect to the obvious right A ( , C)-action, the projection F(A) → X given by (x, p) → x becomes a principal A ( , C)bundle.
De nition 2.4. The frame bundle of A is the map F(A) → X endowed with its natural principal A ( , C)bundle structure over X.
Denote by λ : A ( , C) → C * be right hand morphism in the canonical short exact sequence
De nition 2.5. The linearisation of an a ne line bundle A is the associated bundle
where C * = GL( , C) acts on C in the natural way.
Via linearisation, one obtains a map denoted by the same symbol, λ : Pica (X) → Pic(X) .
We have a group monomorphism φ : A ( , C) → GL( , C) obtained by identifying A ( , C) with the subgroup
The groupoid A X of a ne line bundles on X is de ned as follows: Ob(A X ) is the class of holomorphic a ne line bundles on X, and the morphisms in this category are a ne line bundle isomorphisms over the identity. Furthermore we de ne the groupoid E X to be the category whose objects are bundle epimorphisms
where E is a locally free sheaf of rank 2. The morphisms from E
e., such that the following diagram commutes.
We can think of E X as the groupoid of vector bundle epimorphisms E → X × C from a rank 2 vector bundle E to the trivial line bundle X × C, and we will use this interpretation from now on. For an a ne line bundle A let F(A) q − → X be the frame bundle de ned above. We de ne a functor Φ :
The point here is that pr :
We also have a functor Φ : E X → A X which assigns to p : E → X × C the pre-image of the section ∈ Γ(X × C).
The idea behind this is to consider the a ne group A ( , C) as a subgroup of GL( , C) consisting of matrices of the form
See [8] for the details of this construction and the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. The pair (Φ, Φ ) exhibits an equivalence of groupoids between A X and E X .
We introduce a third groupoid L X whose objects are pairs (L, h), where L is a locally free sheaf of rank 1 over X and h ∈ H (X, L). For two pairs (L, h),
Theorem 2.7. The functor Ψ exhibits an equivalence of groupoids between E X and L X .
Note that in this case we do not have an obvious functor Ψ : L X → E X such that (Ψ , Ψ ) is an equivalence of categories. On the other hand it is easy to check (using the theory of extensions) that Ψ is fully faithful and essentially surjective.
Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 show that the three groupoids introduced above have the same isomorphism classes of objects.
Let l ∈ Pic(X) be an isomorphism class of line bundles on X. We de ne H (l) to be set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, h) as above with L ∈ l. Note that, since X is compact, two pairs (L, h), (L, h ) are isomorphic if and only if there exists ζ ∈ C * such that h = ζh. This shows that, for any representative L ∈ l, we have a canonical identi cation H (l) H (X, L)/C * . Remark 2.8. With this notation the set of isomorphism classes of objects of the groupoid L X decomposes as the disjoint union l∈Pic(X) H (l).
Combining with Theorems 2.6, 2.7 we obtain our rst classi cation theorem which gives a set theoretical description of Pica (X): Theorem 2.9. The set of isomorphism classes of holomorphic a ne line bundles on X is given by the disjoint union
Therefore, for any line bundle L on X the set Pica (X) contains the quotient
. This shows that, in general one cannot hope to have an analytic space parameterizing the isomorphism classes of a ne line bundles. On the other hand we will see that the classi cation problem for linearly framed a ne line bundles, introduced below, is much more manageable. Fix a point x ∈ X. A linear x -frame (or, simply a frame, when x is xed) for an a ne line bundle A is a linear isomorphism C τ − → λ(A)x . In the language of Appendix A.1, this is an (x , λ)-frame, where λ : A ( , C) → C * is the linearisation map used in 2.5.
De nition 2.10. A linearly x -framed a ne line bundle on X is a pair (A, τ), consisting of a holomorphic a ne line bundle on X and a linear x -frame of A.
An isomorphism g : (A , τ ) → (A , τ ) is an isomorphism g : A → A such that λ(g)x • τ = τ .
De nition 2.11. The set of isomorphism classes of linearly framed a ne line bundles is denoted by
Similarly to the non-framed framework we have a cohomological interpretation of this set. Let A X,x be the sheaf of (locally de ned) functions
We then get the identi cation:
We introduce analogues of the three groupoids above in the linearly framed framework. Let Ax be the groupoid whose objects are linearly x -framed a ne line bundles on X, i.e. pairs (A, τ) consisting of an a ne line bundle A on X, and a frame C 
Finally we de ne Lx to be the groupoid whose objects are triples (L, h, τ) such that (L, h) is an object in L X , and τ : C → Lx is a linear isomorphism.
One easily checks that as above we get functors (denoted by the same symbols) Φx : Ax → Ex and Ψx : Ex → Lx as well as analogues of Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 above. Let Lx → Pic(X) × X be a Poincaré line bundle normalised at x . For a point l ∈ Pic(X) we denote by Lx l the line bundle on X given by the restriction of Lx on {l} × X.
By de nition Lx comes with a trivialisation on Pic(X) × {x }, so with a holomorphic family of linear isomorphism τ l : C → Lx l (x ), l ∈ Pic(X) .
For any triple (L, h, τ) ∈ Ob(Lx ) we get a well de ned isomorphism
satisfying the condition fτ(x ) • τ = τ [L] . Therefore we get a well de ned cohomology class fτ(h) ∈ H (X, Lx [L] ). For two isomorphic triples (L, h, τ) (L , h , τ ) one has fτ(h) = f τ (h ). Moreover, for any xed isomorphism class l ∈ Pic(X), the map
identi es the set of isomorphism classes of objects (L, h, τ) with [L] = l with H (X, L l ). This gives the following description of the set of isomorphism classes Pica (X)x . . The relative case Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 have relative versions which will play an important role in our proofs. For a complex space T, we de ne the groupoids A X,x (T), E X,x (T) and L X,x (T) as follows:
The objects of A X,x (T) are linearly (T × {x }, l)-framed a ne line bundles (A, τ) on T × X (see Appendix
A.1). 2. The objects of E X,x (T) are pairs
where E is a locally free sheaf of rank 2 on T × X, and p is an epimorphism. In each case the morphisms in the three groupoids are isomorphisms of pairs, respectively triples, in the obvious sense. For a complex space T de ne A( ) X T ,x as the sheaf of germs of A ( , C)-valued morphisms f : Proof. Let (L, h, τ) ∈ Ob(A X,x (T)), and let φ : T → Pic(X) the map de ned by L, so L (φ×id X ) * (Lx ). Since X is compact and H (X) = C, the set of isomorphisms L − → (φ × id X ) * (Lx ) is an H (T, O * T )-torsor, so there exists a unique such isomorphism which maps τ on the pullback framing (φ × id X ) * (tx ) of (φ × id X ) * (Lx ). Using this isomorphism we obtain a well de ned class σ ∈ H ((φ × id X ) * (Lx )).
Remark 2.14. The set of isomorphism classes of linearly (T × {x }, l)-framed a ne line bundles (A, τ) on T × X is identi ed with H (T × X, A( ) X T ,x ).

Analogously to the non-relative version we obtain functors
Using Remarks 2.14, 2.16 we obtain canonical identi cations
which are functorial with respect to T. Now x T, and use the identi cations (3) associated with open sets U ⊂ T. We obtain a presheaf isomorphism
where A T x , C T x are the presheaves of sets on T de ned by
respectively. We are interested in the sheaves A T x , C T x associated with these presheaves.
Lemma 2.17. The presheaf B T x of sets on T given by
is a sheaf. There exists a natural presheaf morphism η T
Proof. The rst claim is obvious. The natural presheaf morphism η T x is given, for any open set U ⊂ T by η U x (φ, σ) := (φ,σ), whereσ is the image of σ under the canonical map
For the last statement it su ces to show that the topology of T has a basis U such that η U x is a bijection for any U ∈ U. Using Cartan's Theorem B and the Leray spectral sequence associated with the sheaf (φ × id X ) * Lx and the proper projection U × X → U, we see that η U x is a bijection if U is Stein.
The sheaf A T x associated with A T x is the non-abelian rst direct image R f T * (A( ) X T ,x ).
Remark 2.18. Via the sheaf isomorphism η T x , the isomorphism F T x induces a sheaf isomorphism
We are almost ready to proof our rst main theorem.
De nition 2.19. The functor
Pica X,x : An op → Set,
is called the x -framed a ne Picard functor.
Furthermore de ne a functor Bx : An op → Set which acts on objects by
and on morphisms u : S → T via the base change maps.
Consider now the functor B X,x : (An/ Pic(X)) op → Set associated with the sheaf Lx on Pic(X) × X, where Pic(X) × X is regarded as a complex space over Pic(X):
Our functor B X,x is related to the Bingener functor by Remark 2.20. With the notation introduced in Appendix A.2 we have
Our rst main theorem is the following: Proof. Recall that the identi cations (3) are functorial in T. Then so is the sheaf isomorphism F T x from Remark 2.18, and these isomorphisms yield an isomorphism of functors Fx : Pica X,x − → B X,x . The claim follows now from Remark 2.20 and Proposition A.6.
Remark 2.22. The projection on the rst factor gives a morphism of functors P : B X,x → Hom An ( · , Pic(X)). Fix now a Chern class c ∈ NS(X). We de ne the subsheaf
as the sheaf associated to the presheaf U → H (
consists of the subset of isomorphism classes of a ne line bundles whose restriction to X have Chern class c (i.e. the preimage of Pic c (X) under the natural map H (X U , A X U ,x ) → Pic(X)). The functors
and
One obtains as in 2.21: We refer to [4, p. 49] for the theory of linear spaces in the complex analytic category.
Note that Bingener's result gives only a su cient representability condition. We will see that, in our special case, the surjectivity condition in Bingener's Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the very simple condition required in our Theorem 1.4, and that this condition is also necessary.
In our case, M = Pic(X) c × X, S = Pic(X) c , f = pr is the rst projection and F = L c x . Since X is compact, all the conditions listed above are ful lled. Moreover the functor B c X,x introduced in section 2.3 coincides with Bingener's functor F L c x , so Theorem 3.1 applies. Furthermore, we have p = so we need to examine the morphisms f * (F)s → H (Ms , Fs).
Recall the following de nition from [3, p. 116 A general criterion for cohomological atness is given by the following theorem, due to Grauert, see [3, p. is locally constant. Conversely, if this function is locally constant and S is a reduced space, then G is cohomologically at in dimension n over S. In particular, the sheaf R n g * (G) is locally free.
Combining Theorem 3.1, Remark 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we obtain:
is constant, then the functor Pica c X,x is represented by a linear space over Pic c (X).
Before we continue discussing representability, let us look at a simple example, a Riemann surface of genus 1. This shows that Theorem 3.5 does not apply in this case. On the other hand, our Theorem 3.8, proved later in this section, shows that the functor B X,x cannot be represented by any complex space over Pic (X).
Example. Let
We are ready to prove the converse of Theorem 3.1 in the case that S is reduced. That means we want to prove the last part of the following theorem. Theorem 3.6. Let f : X → S be a separated holomorphic map and F an S-at coherent sheaf on X whose support is proper over S. If F is cohomologically at in dimension then the functor F : (An/S) op → Set given by
is representable. Conversely, if F is representable and S is reduced, then F is cohomologically at in dimension .
Proof. The implication "F is cohomologically at in dimension " ⇒ F is representable is a special case of Bingener's theorem Theorem 3.1 taking into account Remark 3.3.
Remark A.2. A (Z, χ)-frame of P is equivalent to the data of a sheaf isomorphism L
To simplify the notation (assuming that χ is clear from the context) we will just write Z-frame of P, or framing of P along Z. A Z-framed G-bundle over X is a pair (P, τ) consisting of a holomorphic principal G-bundle on X, and a Z-frame of P. One has an obvious notion of isomorphism between Z-framed G-bundles. We will denote by Bun G (X, Z, χ) the set of isomorphism classes of Z-framed G-bundles on X.
We de ne the subsheaf G χ Z ⊂ G by Note that for any x ∈ X stalk Tx is a Gx-torsor. Furthermore we de ne the subsheaf T ⊂ T of local trivialisations which are compatible with τ:
For θ ∈ T(U) and ζ ∈ O * X (U) we can de ne (using σ) a trivialisation ζθ ∈ T(U) by ζθ := (id U , L σ(ζ ) ) • θ, where L σ(ζ ) : U × G → G is de ned by L σ(ζ ) (u, g) := σ(ζ (u))g .
One has the identity χ(ζθ) = ζ (χ(θ)) .
Using this result, and the surjectivity of O * X → O * Z,x (for x ∈ Z) it follows that for any x ∈ Z the stalk T x is nonempty. More precisely, this stalk is a G χ Z,x -torsor. For ever x ∈ Z let U x be an open neighbourhood of x, and θ x ∈ T (Ux). Let also (θ i : P U i → U i × G) i∈I be a system of trivialisations of the restriction P X\Z . It su ces to note that (θ j ) j∈Z∪I is a system of trivialisations of P, and the associated cocycle α ∈ Z ((U j ) j∈Z∪I , G) belongs to Z ((U j ) j∈Z∪I , G χ Z ). 
